The relationship of mankind and technology is never just a curse or a blessing; it is always both. This sums up Susanne Fohler's analysis in Techniktheorien. As she puts it: "Great helplessness reigns about how we should meet the challenges of technological progress. To be able to influence and regulate this development, we need an understanding of the connections between social and technological processes. This study aims to render the arguments used in nuclear, biological, and information technology debates available to other discussions and on the other hand to exhibit a sociology of technology that succeeds in avoiding both apocalyptical fears and technology based blessings" (p. 24).
of probes, pacemakers, catheters and artificial hearts in the human body, it will be technically possible to build in minicomputers in the human organism. . . . Our relationship with the world, with society, and with ourselves is clearly fundamentally changed by science and technology" (p. 271).
To this one can only respond that philosophers such as Latour would argue that theories too are hybrids, and that technologies alone, however sophisticated, can never sufficiently explain change. In short, Fohler's account fails to provide the insight that she believes we need to attain in order "to control hybrid production and integrate hybrids and their social consequences carefully in society" (p. 277). "Ganz normale Bilder bedürfen keiner Begründung. . . . Wenn alle meinen, das gleiche zu sehen und zu verstehen, dann ist es die Wirklichkeit." ("Completely normal pictures have no need of justification. . . . If everyone believes they see and understand the same thing, then it is reality.") With this remark David Gugerli and Barbara Orland introduce their anthology, Completely Normal Pictures, whose purpose is to show this "normalität" to be the product of a complicated, cultural, social, and technical construction process and of group-specific cultures of communication.
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Thus, the volume stands on the one hand in the tradition of constructivist technical and scientific history, in the mode of Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar: "The result of the construction of a fact is that it appears to be unconstructed by anyone." What also counts for the "ganz normalen Bilder" is, as Gugerli and Orland write, that they "bring about the disappearance of their instrumental prerequisites, their procedures and procedural conditions" (p. 10).
Gugerli had written of a "pictorial turn" in the history of technology in 1999, by which time the long-neglected role and significance of pictures in science and technology was becoming an ever more interesting topic of research. Now we have this anthology, which derives from an international workshop in 2000, whose goal is to illuminate the no-longer-visible production processes and contexts of pictures as well as the visual references they make on already "normalized" visualisation techniques. Both the
